A Truth and Justice Vigil

Centering Buddhist teachings and practices that support us in orienting our voices and choices toward healing, courage and freedom as we are impacted by court trials of the police officers involved in the killing of George Floyd. A Truth & Justice Vigil brings people of all social identities together to illuminate that which supports the abandonment of divisive and habitually reactive patterns of fear, doubt, hatred, indifference, and disillusionment. Sessions will include connecting through chanting, meditation and engaged reflection.

Led by Stacy McClendon with Ayo Yetunde and fellow African-descended Buddhist teachers and scholars.

Weekly via Zoom beginning Monday March 29th, 6-7:15p CST

and in April and beyond on Tuesdays 6-7:30p CST

Visit the Common Ground website for the calendar of programs with guest teacher schedule, Zoom link, and to offer Dana to the guest teachers.

A Truth and Justice Vigil is offered in collaboration with Buddhist Justice Reporter: The George Floyd Trials, a project of the intentional BIPOC Buddhadharma community for justice making Order of Freedom. For more information, please visit www.BuddhistJustice.com